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71. swarovski 
Dragon Pendant

Inspired by the legendary Chinese dragon, this fascinating pendant symbolizes power, strength and luck. The powerful Dragon, as also shown on the national flag of 
Bhutan, sparkles majestically with accents in clear crystal. Ruthenium plated and based on a fully cut golden shadow crystal, it represents good luck. In-flight Exclusive.

US$ 129

DUTY FREE

Valid Till Stock Last



72. Pica LéLa 
“Flamenco” 18K Rose Gold Plated Necklace with Coral Coloured 
Cat’s Eye Stone

Heartfelt and delicate, inspired by summer Red Sea Coral, this vintage-design 
18K rose gold plated necklace radiates a timeless romance which symbolizes 
wealth and prosperity. It features with shimmering clear crystals and red coloured 
cat’s eye stone. A perfect gift for the one you love! Complemented by a five years 
international warranty and a pair of brilliant-cut CZ earrings. Length of chain: 
Adjustable 40~45cm; Pendant size:  3.5cm*1.5cm

US$ 59

CZ earrings
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73. ZEadEs 
Bracelet CADENAS Pure

Zeades Monte-Carlo, A Monaco-Based Design House, creator of leather jewellery since 2004. Bracelet Cadenas Pure, all stainless steel and genuine italian 
leather. Austrian Crystals. Adjustable.

US$ 156
US$ 101

NEW
ONBOARD

74. oLivEr wEBEr
Set Royal Rhodium Blue

Perfect in its simplicity with single shimmering Swarovski® crystals, set by hand in a rhodium plated frame. Made in Austria!

US$ 86

Valid Till Stock Last

35%
OFF
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76. BuckLEY London 
Rose Gold Earrings Set of 8 

This earring set features 8 fun styles in rose gold tone with shimmering crystals and smooth pearl, allowing you to transform your look multiple times.

US$ 39

75. BuckLEY London
Sleek Sparkle Stacker Set

A beautiful and modern design, this sleek pendant and bangle set will effortlessly transform any outfit. Both pieces are plated in polished gold and finished with an array of 
polished gold and crystal set rings, adding a touch of elegance. Pendant chain length: 16” plus 2” extender. Comes packaged in a Buckley London gift box.

US$ 99
US$ 59
Valid Till Stock Last

40%
OFF
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78. aura 
Squared Crystal Necklace Set (Set of Seven)

Set featuring 7 squared pendants featuring 6mm crystals from Swarovski® with a lustrous chain measuring 45cm. Colours include white, grey, pink, red, 
purple, blue and black.

US$ 30

77. BELLE & BEau
Rose Gold Crystal Crescent Moon Set

Reflecting the beauty of the night sky, this enchanting set of pendant, earrings and bracelet, with crystal crescent moon pendants, will add something special to 
your day. The pretty moon shapes are encrusted with glittering crystal, creating a contemporary and opulent feel, catching the light from every angle. Finished 
in a romantic rose gold, this is a set you will love to wear day and night.
Presented in a gift box, with one year International warranty.

US$ 56
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79. Joia dE maJorca  
8mm 45” Multi Color Endless Necklace and Earring Set

Color her beautiful – Let her show the many sides of her personality with 
this delicately crafted ensemble of rare colors of gray, tahitian black, white, 
champagne and oro.  A truly versatile design.  A must in every women’s 
collection.

US$ 150

80. PiErrE cardin 
Earring Set (Gold Set)

Pierre Cardin present this versatile and value for money jewellery set featuring nine pairs of earrings some with crystals and pearls. All earrings are nickel safe 
and the set comes with a 12 month guarantee.

US$ 39

NEW
ONBOARD
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82. thE gEmsELLEr
Genuine Lava Bead Bracelet

A strand of volcanic lava beads, accented with silver toned rings and strung on a bohemian stretch bracelet for him. 

US$ 25

81. kYoto
Pearl Set of 3 Fresh Water Pearl Stretch Bracelets

Set of three striking stacking bracelets, made with coloured baroque freshwater pearls. Classic design transformed into a contemporary work of art One-size-fits-all 
7-8mm genuine freshwater pearls.

US$ 25


